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METHODOLOGY
The Mudah.my Vintage and Classic Car
Report presents a curated list of vintage and
classic cars listed for sale on Mudah.my
between January and December 2019.

DSF's Unique and
Rare Car Picks

Expert Tip
Expert Tip
Mudah.my may have already established
its dominance in the automotive segment,
but did you know Mudah.my is also the
go-to place for vintage, rare, and classic
cars? With that in mind, we’ve enlisted the
outstanding insight of car aficionado and
automobile expert – Daniel Fernandez –
to add a classic twist to our automobile
report. Let’s dive into eight rare and classic
cars listed on Mudah.my in 2019.

Vintage cars offer up timeless
beauty with some remarkable
history to go with it, but the
wear and tear of that history
can sometimes be hidden. Our
expert is clear – always
undertake a thorough check
when sealing the deal on a rare
or classic car.

Daniel Fernandez is one of
Malaysia’s leading voices on
everything automobile and a
respected authority on the
automobile industry. He has
over a decade of experience
as
both
Founder
and
Managing Editor of top
motoring news and car
reviews website dsf.my, and
has been a voice of the
automobile airwaves since
2018 with his popular show on
BFM 89.9.

The Jaguar E -Type is the kind of car James
Bond might pull up in when his Aston is in the
garage, and you’ll be pleased to know that it
was found on Mudah.my. “This is as good as
it gets today,” says Daniel, in reference to this
particular fully-restored E -Type, making this a
rare entry into the collectables market.

1954 Packard Clipper Deluxe

Mercedes has a reputation for excellence,
and that reputation is built on foundations
like the stunning Pagoda 230SL. Our car
expert is quick to highlight that finding a car
like this - with its original interior condition
and parts and in good drivable condition would be a real win. Of course, the real
winner is the person with the chance to cruise
the streets in a Pagoda 230SL.

1961 Jaguar E-Type V12 COUPE

If a person looked this good at 66, we’d ask
for their secret. The secret with this particular
Packard Clipper Deluxe is a tale of
outstanding workmanship and lifelong care
of some classic car lovers. But what makes
this even rarer is the fact that it was once
owned by Malaysia’s first Finance Minister,
Colonel Tun Sir Henry Lee. This is a very rare
car indeed according to Daniel, and a real
gem to find in the market today. You’ll pay the
price for that exclusivity, but that classic style
and historical ties makes for a price worth
paying for many.

1967 Mercedes Benz Pagoda 230SL

1997 Pajero Evolution 3.5 V6

Spotting a Volvo 123GT is a rare treat
according to Daniel. Why? Well, the 123GT is
the second-rarest production Volvo behind
only the P1900, and while there are no
confirmed production numbers, not even
from the Swedish automaker themselves,
conservative estimates have placed
production at just under 1,500 units. When it
comes to rare cars, it’s down to balancing up
that willingness to pay against the desire to
buy. If you’re a lover of vintage Volvos, you
now know that Mudah.my is your go-to spot.

1965 MG Midget Classic Sports

This car may not be a “classic” per se, but
rather a rare and highly desirable
performance SUV. Daniel says the popularity
of this automobile is built on the daredevil
reputation emerging from the early Jackie
Chan movie Who Am I?. Only a limited
number of these models were produced, and
it was initially built as a means of sneaking
into the Dakar Rally’s production-vehicle T2
class. Not only did the Pajero Evolution win its
class, it bagged the top three spots in 1998!

1995 Volvo 123GT

This MG might be a Midget, but it’s made a
big impression on our expert. “ The fact that
this classic roadster is being sold by its
owner and not some used car dealer is great.
It’s best to buy classics direct from the owner,
as you can tell the love they have for their
car.” We can appreciate the passion that goes
into an awesome automobile, especially one
as eye-catching as this.

What’s a classic car show without a Ferrari?
The Ferrari 308 GTS is something you may
recognise from the 1980s hit series Magnum
P. I ., naturally making it one of the most iconic
Ferraris of the ‘80s. Daniel rates this as a true
rare and classic sports car, and an excellent
find if sold in flawless condition. Something
definitely worth getting excited about!

1966 Mini Austin Morris

1983 Ferrari 308 GTS

“It’s not easy to find these old British sedans
in good condition anymore. However, they
are really not collectables like most other
British cars from the same era,” says Daniel.
This British classic is more of a passion
project than an outright collectable, meaning
emotional connections are more likely to
drive demand than pure collectability.
Discovering this iconic car in mint condition is
still an outstanding find for any major
Mini-lover.

